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Abstract

In appropriate density and temperatures ranges, colloids interacting

via soft-core potentials can exhibit cluster phases. In two dimensions

the mutually-repelling clusters may arrange themselves as an approximate

hexagonal lattice, representing a “metasolid”, which can be exploited as

the analogue of an overlayer by adding a sinusoidal “corrugation” external

potential. This layer’s frictional properties can be probed by means of a

small constant force pushing all colloids sidewise. We find a significant

static friction threshold above which sliding starts when the lattice spac-

ings of the external potential and of the array of colloidal clusters match.

In contrast, in mismatched configurations, the static friction (if any) is too

small to be detected by our molecular-dynamics simulations.
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1 Introduction

Friction is a complex topic of physics, still far from a full comprehension, above all

in understanding the basic phenomenology and dynamics involved at microscopic

scale. The main difficulty in standard friction experiments consists in the impossi-

bility of tracking the particles and then comparing these trajectories with precise

calculations: that has been a serious hurdle for tribology. Recently, thanks to

an experimental technique conceived by Bolhein et al . [1], a new way to sidestep

this problem has been demonstrated; they showed how charged colloidal particles

trapped in an external periodic potential, generated by means of laser fields, can

give new insight on microscopic friction. This kind of system lets one track every

moving particle at the same time, giving us a new method to comprehend the

collective dynamics.

In this thesis we use this concept to study the structural and frictional char-

acteristics of a peculiar soft-matter colloidal system. Recent studies [2, 3, 4, 5]

have shown that these kind of systems endowed with appropriate inter-particle

potentials can exhibit, under certain conditions, the formation of a self-assembled

cluster crystal state. We adopt a model relying on a two dimensional soft-core

two-body interaction potential that in specific regions of its phase diagram ex-

hibits a quasi-ordered crystalline phase, composed by clusters of colloids. We

add a periodic external potential which tends to pin the colloids at its minima.

We explore the mutual relation of the intrisic cluster-cluster spacing to the exter-

nally fixed period for varied external potential amplitude. Particularly we focus

on different conditions, tuning the external potential spacing to either match the

typical self-assembled cluster-cluster spacing or alternatively mismatched condi-

tions: each situation is explored with different configuration amplitude which can

lead to structural changes.

To probe friction, we apply a constant lateral force acting equally on each

colloid, and then we slowly ramp this force up until we observe depinning from

the corrugation potential. We have in mind the physics of the Frenkel and Kon-

torova model [6], the simplest model which describes the dynamics of particles

interacting harmonically with nearest neighbours and with an external potential

applied. If similar physics is to be expected in the current 2D harmonic model, we

can predict, for the lattice-matched condition, that the depinning force for small

corrugation amplitude may be less than the typical value necessary to sidestep

the potential maximum. Instead for mismatched cases we expect a threshold for

the potential amplitude: below this threshold, no static friction is present, while,

above that threshold, the Aubry transition too a mismatched but pinned state

may occur.
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2 The model

2.1 The cluster crystal and external potential

Cluster crystals can form with different kinds of inter-particle interactions. For

example one could choose to combine competing attractive/repulsive potential

terms [3] or even purely repulsive ones only [2, 5, 7, 8]. Here we consider a

system with Hamiltonian:

H =
m

2

N∑
i=1

v2i +
N∑
i<j

Φ (rij) , (1)

characterized by soft-core potentials of the form:

Φsc (r) =
A0

rγ +Rγ
c
, (2)

that has been object of several studies. Following Ref. [2], here we consider γ = 6,

corresponding to soft-core van der Waals interactions, also relevant for ultracold

atoms. Despite its repulsive nature, this kind of potential allows aggregate states

to form since, as the inter-particle spacing decreases under the soft-core radius

Rc, Φsc (r) approaches a constant value, so that no repulsive force is present,

while, when r & Rc, Φsc (r) drops rapidly to 0, see Fig. 1. This is made even

more explicit by the Fourier transform, Fig. 2, which has negative regions . It has

been shown that pair potentials with negative regions in their Fourier transform

encourage the formation of clusters which can then crystallize [4, 5, 7, 8].

To simulate the colloids within a finite-size periodically repeated cell, with a

reasonable computational cost we introduce a cut off radius Rcut, that we set to 5

times the soft-core radius Rc. We neglect the interaction beyond Rcut. However

a simple cut is to be avoided, because it would create a small discontinuity in

the force and in the energy, which may spell trouble for the numerical integration

algorithm. To solve the issue, we translate the potential, so that at Rcut both

potential and its derivative vanish:

Φ (r) =

{
Φsc (r)− Φsc (Rcut)−m (r −Rcut) r ≤ Rcut

0 r > Rcut

, (3)

with m = Φ′sc (Rcut); this approximation does not affect the results significantly.

We use a system of units with Rc = A0 = m = 1 and we express our physical

quantities in terms of the units defined in Table 1.

We make our system evolve using Langevin dynamics for finite T in 2D, so
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Figure 1: The soft-core two body potential of Eq. 2. Note that Φsc (r)

flattens value as r approaches to zero, which is the feature of Φsc (r)

enabling the formation of a cluster phase.
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Figure 2: The Fourier transform of Φsc (r), showing negative regions,

which promote cluster phases at appropriate densities.
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Physical quantity system units

Length Rc

Energy A0/R
6
c

Mass m

Density R−2c
Force A0/R

7
c

Time R4
c

√
m/A0

Velocity R−3c
√
A0/m

Viscosity coefficient R−4c
√
A0m

Mobility R4
c/
√
A0m

Table 1: The system of units adopted in this work. All physical quanti-

ties are expressed in these units

that the equation of motion for the jth particle is:

m~̈rj = η
(
vdx̂− ~̇rj

)
−∇~rj

(
N∑
i 6=j

Φ (rij) + Uext

)
, (4)

with m being the colloid mass; η = 28 is the friction coefficient, caused by the

viscosity of the fluid which the colloids are immersed in and generating an over-

damped motion; vd is the fluid drift velocity, that generates the Stokes driving

force F = ηvd acting on all particles. The simulation takes place in a parallelo-

gram cell, that we construct deciding different parameters, like size, orientation

and number of particles to fit inside. Initially we arrange the particles in a uni-

form hexagonal lattice and then we let them evolve. We apply periodic boundary

conditions to fix the particles density. To fix temperature we adopt a standard

Langevin thermostat.

2.2 The cell geometry

We simulate our colloidal model in a periodically repeated parallelogram box,

with implemented periodic boundary conditions for inter-particle interactions, as

explained below. This box is generated by two primitive vectors, selected taking

into account the colloidal-layer and periodic-potential primitive vectors, which

generate two triangular lattices which must fit exactly inside the simulation cell.

We call ~ac1, ~ac2 those for the initial colloidal configuration, both with modulus
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acoll, and ~al1, ~al2 those of the external potential, with modulus alas:
~ac1 = acoll (cos θ, sin θ)

~ac2 = acoll
(
cos
(
θ + π

3

)
, sin

(
θ + π

3

))
~al1 = alas (1, 0)

~al2 = alas

(
1
2
,
√
3
2

) , (5)

with θ being the rotation’s angle between the lattices. We take lattices of the

same orientation, hence θ = 0. In this assumption, the condition for acoll and

alas is that nacoll = malas, where n and m are both integers. For the supercell

primitive vectors we take ~L1 = n~ac1, ~L2 = n~ac2. To obtain the selected point in

the phase diagram representative of the cluster phase, the particle density should

be near 2/R2
c . Accordingly the starting spacing between colloids is set in function

of this value. We have:

ρ =
1

a2coll
√
3
2

=
2

R2
c

(6)

with a2coll
√
3
2

being the area of the unit parallelogram with both sides acoll, con-

taining one particle. Inverting Eq.(6), we obtain the value acoll ' 0.75983 Rc.

We adopt the approximate value acoll = 0.75 Rc for simplicity. The resulting

density is ρ = 2.0528/R2
c , still well inside the cluster crystal phase. The poten-

tial lattice spacing is chosen by comparison with the typical spacing between the

formed clusters. As we shall see below the commensurate condition is realised for

alas = 1.5; for the mismatched conditions we decide to investigate alas = 1 and

alas = 2. With these values for the lattices and since we want to keep simulations’

time under control, meaning a number of particles of the order of 103, we select

the following cell for all calculations:

Quantity value

L1x 24

L1y 0

L2x 12

L2y 12
√

3

N 1024

2.3 Preliminary model tests

Initially we want to reproduce different points of the phase diagram of the free

colloidal system, in the absence of corrugation, to check if our code is behaving

as expected. To verify if the system is in a liquid or solid phase, we evaluate the

mean square displacement (MSD) to gather information on particle diffusivity and
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Figure 3: The MSD computed at same temperature, namely kbT = 0.12,

for two different densities. (Solid line) for the density ρ ' 2/R2
c that

we adopt as standard for the cluster phase; (dashed line) for ρ ' 1/R2
c ,

representing the liquid phase, see Fig. 4. The ρ ' 1/R2
c phase is simulated

by selecting acoll = 1.1 which produces N = 410 particles inside the same

cell described in Sec. 2.2.

correlations time of particle positions. While the MSD in a liquid phase follows a

linear-in-time diffusion law, in a purely crystalline phase it should rapidly saturate

to a constant value accounting for crystal vibrations. Our system is peculiar,

because even in its crystalline phase, it shows the existence of a weak liquidlike

particle diffusion, which can be seen in the MSD study in Ref. [2].

Figure 3 shows our simulated MSD as a function of delay time. We find a

clearly diffusive behaviour for ρ = 1/R2
c , representing the liquid phase. At the

density ρ = 2/R2
c which we take as a representative of the cluster phase, the

MSD indeed flattens out as expected. The little residual diffusivity accounts for

cluster-cluster hopping, which was also observed in Ref. [2].

2.4 Static properties

Since we want to study the system’s cluster phase, we need to consider its phase

diagram supplied by Ref. [2]. We check that our simulation code can reproduce

the results obtained there. Initially we verify the cluster formation in different

configurations. Eventually we select the point at density ρ ' 2 and temperature

kbT = 0.12, a point in the phase diagram well inside the crystal phase indicated

in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The phase diagram as function of scaled temperature

kbT/(A0/R
6
c) and density ρR2

c for classical particles with soft-core inter-

actions at equilibrium in two dimensions. N/Ns is the average number

of particles per cluster in the crystal phase.

The first step is the formation of the cluster crystal phase. We let our col-

loidal system at fixed temperature and density evolve freely according to the

Hamiltonian of Eq.(1) until it reaches equilibrium after a relatively long simula-

tion. A snapshot of the resulting structure is displayed in Fig. 5. We analyze the

features of this phase, namely the statistics of the number of colloids composing

each cluster and the pair distribution function, see Fig. 6 The latter is useful to

deduce the typical distance between adjacent clusters, an information useful to

identify the natural periodicity of the cluster crystal. The almost null region of

g(r) between 0.5 . r . 1 allows us to identify clustered particles when nearer

than r = 1, which allows us to calculate the statistics of the cluster phase. Choos-

ing a value of r in the null region doesn’t modify the statistics of the number of

particles per cluster.

Once the cluster phase has been equilibrated and characterized, we can

proceed with the central purpose of this thesis, i.e. the study of the crystal’s

dynamics and structure in the presence of an external potential. In experiments

this corrugation is introduced by an interfering laser field that can be shaped with

substantial freedom. In our model we assume the following spatial variation:

Vext(~r) = U0Wn(~r) , (7)

where U0 is the amplitude of the periodic corrugation and Wn(r) is a periodic
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Figure 5: A snapshot of the free cluster phase at the end of a simulation

at ρ ' 2/R2
c and kbT = 0.12, in the absence of any corrugation.

potential of 3-fold simmetry [9] of the form:

W (~r) = −2

9

[
3

2
+ 2 cos

2πrx
alas

cos
2πry√
3alas

+ cos
4πry√
3alas

]
(8)

depicted in Fig. 7 . If we fix ry = 0, we follow a path along rx direction that goes

through the minima and saddle points of W (~r). This path yields the easiest 1D

track that a colloid follows when dragged from one minimum to the next. We

have:

W (rx, 0) = −U0

(
5

9
+

4

9
cos

2πrx
alas

)
, (9)

consistent with a barrier amplitude of 8
9
U0. In this situation the static friction

for a single colloid, namely the minimum force necessary for an isolated colloid

to slide along in the corrugation potential is:

F1s =
8πU0

9alas
. (10)

In simulations of states with many colloids the depinning forces will be expressed

in terms of this elementary barrier.

We also investigate the structural properties of the colloidal arrangement

when relaxed in the presence of a lattice-matched potential with alas = 1.5 and

U0 = 0.05. This energy amplitude is comparable with the thermal energy kbT =

0.12. The resulting final state, reported in Fig. 8 is the starting point for the

following simulations. Also in this case we analyze the clusters’ size and their
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Figure 6: The pair distribution function for the cluster crystal phase.

Solid: for the spontaneously formed crystal of 5. Dashed: for the

re-aligned crystal in the presence of an external corrugation potential

(U0 = 0.05, alas = 1.5) displayed in 8 below.Each curve is obtained by

averaging over 500 equally spaced snapshots taken from a 104 time-units-

long simulation which had previously been equilibrated for another 104

time units. Vertical dotted line: the typical nearest-neighbour cluster-

cluster distance.

reciprocal distance, to verify how the external potential affects the clustering

structure, beside obvious rotational alignment of the lattice. Figure 9 shows the

cluster size distribution. It is possible to see that without the external potential

there is more diffusion and the clusters’ size shows a smaller deviation. In the

presence of the corrugation, there are no clusters with more than 5 particles and

diffusion is inhibited. This ordered condition persists even after we switch off

the external potential, indicating that the spontaneously formed highly defective

crystal of Fig. 5 is actually a metastable state.

The following section addresses the problem whether the cluster lattice

is robust enough to resist to a different spacing of the external corrugation.

Most importantly, we address the static friction for different amplitude of the

matched/mismatched corrugation.
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Figure 7: The external potential profile W (x, y) (in the Hamiltonian W

is to be multiplied by amplitude U0), acting on all colloids and promoting

a regular hexagonal arrangement.

3 Results

Starting with the equilibrated structures obtained in the presence of a corrugation

potential of amplitude U0 = 0.05 we proceeded with our study of friction for

both lattice matched and lattice-unmatched geometries and follow with structural

analysis.

3.1 Friction and mobility

3.1.1 Matched spacings

We explore the lattice-matched situations for different values of corrugation am-

plitude U0. For each one we apply a constant force, which after a certain simula-

tion time, increases in small steps, starting from the previous final configuration.

With this method we explore the response of the layer to variation of an ap-

plied force. We drop an initial 20− 30% of the simulation time for equilibration,

then we evaluate the average speed < v > in the force direction. This quantity

allows us to determine the mobility µ =< v > /F , that gives us information

about the motion of the layer. This mobility is to be compared to the value

14



Figure 8: A snapshot of the cluster phase lattice aligned with an external

potential with amplitude U0 = 0.05 and matching period alas = 1.5 Rc.

µfree =< v > /F = vd/F = 1/η for an isolated colloid in the absence of corru-

gation. We explore four corrugation amplitudes, namely U0 = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 1.

Since temperature kbT = 0.12 is fixed, the thermal energy has different relevance:

it affects the mobility mainly for small amplitude. We observe distinct trends for

U0 = 0.02, 0.05 and for U0 = 0.1, 1. The second ones have an amplitude that

is comparable to or greater than the thermal energy: analyzing the mobility,

we find the same trend expected for an isolated colloid, with a depinning force

comparable with the force necessary to move beyond the barrier a single colloid,

see Fig 10. For small corrugation amplitude instead we find a more interesting

effect: the mobility shows a depinning force far smaller than the typical one for

the isolated particle. This is due to the thermal energy of the system, promoting

single-colloid cluster-cluster hopping.

3.1.2 Mismatched spacings

We study two cases of mismatched spacings, namely alas = 1 and alas = 2. We

have in mind the paradigm of the Frenkel-Kontorova model, which considers the

particles as connected by Hookian springs of strength k and rest length acoll and

also interacting with a sinusoidal corrugation, of amplitude U0, but in 1D. At fixed

K the model undergoes the Aubry transition at a value U c
0 of the corrugation am-

plitude. This is a frictional transition, where the system passes from a superlubric

freely sliding phase, to a pinned phase characterized by a nonzero static friction.

We search if the same behaviour takes place for our system, comparing different
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Figure 9: Statistics of the number of particles per cluster (ρ ' 2, kbT =

0.12). (a) The spontaneous formed and equilibrated free cluster system

when only the inter-particle interaction is present. (b) Equilibrium in

the presence of a commensurate external potential of amplitude U0 =

0.05. (c) The evolution of the crystal of panel (b) after we remove the

corrugation. The red histogram represents the first simulation fraction,

while the blue histogram the last one. The dashed lines show the mean

number of colloids per cluster in each configuration.

simulations with different potential amplitudes. In our case, obviously, we also

want to verify that our cluster crystal maintains its mismatched structure. For

smaller amplitudes than U0 ≤ 0.4 for alas = 1 and U0 ≤ 0.5 for alas = 2, the

crystal retains its mismatched configuration. The data are compatible with null

static friction (superlubric phase), as depicted in Fig. 11. Instead, when we in-

crease the potential amplitude to U0 ≥ 0.5, the systems undergoes a structural

transition,with the colloids rearranging in bigger and fewer or smaller and more

numerous clusters, trying to fit in the potential minima. This is illustrated in

Fig. 12.
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Figure 10: The mobility of the aligned cluster phase 8 pinned by a corru-

gation potential of four different amplitudes compared to the depinning

curve for a single isolated colloid at T = 0 and to the zero-corrugation

mobility η−1. Forces are expressed in units of the force F1s necessary for

a single colloid to overcome the corrugation barrier, 10.
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Figure 11: Mobility for mismatched case alas = 1, for to different poten-

tial amplitudes. Forces are expressed in units of F1s
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Figure 12: Here an example of the structural variation for an amplitude

of U0 = 0.5 and lattice spacing alas = 1

4 Discussion and Conclusion

This thesis explores the frictional dynamics of a system of soft colloids that

presents a cluster crystal phase. In the presence of a corrugation potential static

friction is observed in the lattice-matched case. For small corrugation, this static

friction decreases substantially: a novel weak single-colloid cluster-cluster hop-

ping arises, leading to a small non-null mobility.Outside lattice matching either

superlubric sliding, or a phase transition to a state with a cluster-pattern rear-

rangement.

The conclusions of this thesis are not especially solid, they should be sub-

stantiated by a systematic investigation of cells with different shape and size,

Also a larger statistics and a finer exploration of U0 values would make the data

more convincing.
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